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Christmas Bulge and Maverick Moves  

FREE to distribute NOT-FOR-PROFIT USE ONLY.  Please acknowledge authorship if copied. (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) 
This game was created during December 2020 Lockdown 3.0 as “Christmas was cancelled” in the UK and the Port of Dover closed its doors to 

traffic heading to Continental Europe.  Its design and materials are as light and simple as possible with the aim of being shared by families and 

community groups separated by distance – but united by mutual affection.  To play over a video call, all that is really needed is for each player 

to own a pencil with which to draw a 6 x 6 grid and for at least one player to have a pair of dice or access to a randomisation app.  It is not 

particularly pretty or clever.  Its not supposed to be.  Its just intended to be FREE and playable by anyone aged 5 to 105.  

So how about making that video call you have been meaning to, and perhaps share a quick game of “Lockdown 2.0 Polyominoes”? 

 

These rules and materials are intended to be used as an expansion of the Lockdown 2.0 LITE Version and it is suggested that that smaller, 

faster game is played first.  That main (LITE) game is distributed under the same licence.  This version has a longer playing time (30-40 minutes) 

and adds depth and challenge to the original version. 

 

Christmas Bulge Variant. 

The Lockdown 3.0 Polyominoes “Christmas Bulge” variant does, as the name suggests, come with just a little added 

weight.  All the main rules and game play from the “Lite” version still apply but the game moves to a 12 x 12 grid (4 

times the fun!) gains an extra dice, a selection of extra shapes and a “Maverick Moves” add-on.  (Picture Dad doing 

post-dinner charades or Grandma getting up to groove to Eartha Kitt’s Christmas classic “Santa Baby”.  It all gets a bit 

uncalled for.  That is the general sense of what Maverick Moves brings to Lockdown 2.0! It mixes it up just enough.) 

Aim of the Game 

To fill a 12 x 12 grid as completely as possible with sketched-on polyomino shapes as governed by the sum of three 

dice. 

 

Two Dice Game  

Player Count – any number 

Duration: 30 to 40 minutes per game (one round on a 12 x 12 grid) 

 

Equipment needed:  

Game Leader:  3 dice (or dice roll app),  

All Players:   A pencil, rubber and a 12 x12 player grid.  Ideally a pair of dice per player if using “Santa’s Lost Gifts” 

and/or “Maverick Moves” variants.  If you want to play the variants and a player doesn’t have dice they just choose 

where to place Santa’s Sacks and ask another player to roll their Maverick Moves. 

 

Set-up 

Each player needs a 12 x 12 grid and a copy of the core and additional tile reference sheets.  Grids can either be 

printed from this pack or drawn carefully using a pencil and ruler.  The Game Leader requires a set of three 6-sided 

dice.  Players need their own pair of dice if using Santa’s Sacks or Maverick Moves. 

 

Sequence of Play 

Game Leader rolls a set of three 6-sided dice. 

Players sketch the shape corresponding to the sum of the three dice roll on their own grid.   

When all players have finished sketching the Game Leader rolls again and play continues. 

 

Rules governing the positioning of shapes 

Each polydomino may be rotated through 90, 180, or 270 degrees.  It may be fliped on any edge.  In so doing, the 

shape and size of the polydomino must not be changed. 

Polydominoes must copied complete – partial dominoes are not allowed. 

Polydomnoes must not overlap each other or the sides of the grid. 
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End Game Phase and Victory Conditions 

Victory Condition 1: The first player to completely fill their 12 x 12 grid wins the game. 

Victory Condition 2: If on any given turn only one player can fit the designated tile this player is declared the winner 

of the round – even if they have spaces left to fill. 

Prior to any player winning by filling every space of their grid it is likely that a turn will arrive in which one or more 

players cannot fit the designated polydomino in their grid.  As long as more than two players CAN fit the designated 

tile then play continues but with the unsuccessful players drop out.  

If at any point ALL remaining players are unable to fit the designated tile but COULD fit another tile, the Game Leader 

continues to roll until one of the players can fit the new designated tile. 

Gameplay continues in this manner until one of the victory conditions above is met. Players share their art and 

acolades of “prettiest”, “neatest”, “most chaotic” etc may be bestowed. 

If during this end game phase remaining players have identical remaining small spaces and it is clear that both 

players will be able to fit identical sequences of tiles to complete then a draw can be declared. 

Santa’s Lost Gifts – Set-up Variant 

Santa’s sleigh has hit some turbulence and a bunch of Christmas sacks have fallen to the ground below.  As the snow 

falls (polyominoes) those sacks must not get covered or the gifts inside will never arrive. 

During set up each player rolls a pair of six-sided dice twice to create coordinates at which to locate a lost sack on 

their 12 x 12 grid.  Players mark this square with a picture or shading before beginning play.  At least 4 sacks should 

be added to the game board.  After each sack is added, turn the game board through 90 degrees before placing each 

new sack – this will serve to allow the possibility of sacks falling in any and all of the board edge rows and columns. 

Players can agree to position as many lost sacks as they wish, to provide fresh challenges to tile placement – but 4 is 

a suggested minimum. 

Maverick Moves Variant 
The game plays with all the main game rules but with one addition. 

 

In the event that on any standard turn the Game Leader returns ANY DOUBLE from the rolled dice: 

1. All players first resolve the tile placement corresponding to the sum of the three dice rolled (containing the 

double) 

2. All players then roll their own pair of six-sided dice and refer to the Maverick Moves list of shapes.  Players 

then proceed to add to their player board whichever Maverick Moves shape corresponds to the sum of their 

dice roll. 

This variant increases diversity between player boards and introduces an element of luck.  Some shapes are smaller 

and easier to fit, so retaining more options for later tile placement.  Other tiles are larger and so bring closer the 

opportunity for a particular player to fill their grid and achieve victory. 

We recommend using this variant. It will enrich the gaming experience and increase player interaction.  But it will 

result in some players exiting earlier.  It isn’t always tidy when granny dances and Dad does charades.  Some of those 

shapes mess up the equilibrium in a similar fashion – especially so as the sun begins to go down in the later stages of 

the game. 
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Tile Key Player Aid – ALL VERSIONS  
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Lockdown 3.0 Polyominoes ~ Roll and Write  Gary C May, December 2020 

12 x 12 Player Grids for CHRISTMAS BULGE and Maverick Moves Variant 
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12 x 12 Player Grids for CHRISTMAS BULGE and Maverick Moves Variant 

With All versions Tile Key Player Aid 

 

 


